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The Search  
of the past,   

Far from home. 
Three siblings are having a hard time finding out they are siblings, but separated as toddlers. They 

still have to fight against their life problems, one being a teen mother, having an alcoholic mother, and the 
only boy having to fight the fear of being loved. But together they fight the biggest question of all, Who 
and where is their biological mother?. Maya the youngest child has a start for the search for their mother, 
she finds documents which tell her about her mom and where she lives. The siblings decide to go and 
search for what they never knew about.  

They didn't find what they were looking for, their mom, instead they were welcomed by their 
aunt. Their Aunt explained the past and the reason why their biological mother, Marie had to put them in 
adoption. They all got to know the truth, and this made them more close as siblings, knowing they were 
their mother’s resemblance, they were the only thing they had of her, her looks. Joaquin the oldest brother 



got some pictures that his father left, and he thought that with those pictures he was rich all his life in 
those pictures.  

At the end, they have a loving family by their side. Joaquin now accepts and isn’t afraid to be 
loved by a family. Grace accepts to talk to people who are just like her about her feelings of giving up her 
daughter. Maya forgives, and fights aside her mom to help her be a better parent for Maya. They always 
had the people that truly loved them around them. 

 

 
 

 
 


